In many applications of vehicle routing, a set of time windows are feasible for each visit, giving rise to the Vehicle Routing Problem with Multiple Time Windows (VRPMTW). We argue that such disjunctions are problematic for many solution methods, and exemplify this using a state of the art Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search heuristic. VRPMTW comes in two variants depending on whether the time used en route must be minimised. A more compact and corrected mathematical formulation for both variants of the problem is presented, and new best solutions for all but six benchmark instances of VRPMTW without time minimisation is found. A new solution representation for VRPMTW with time minimisation is presented, its importance is demonstrated and it is used to find new best solutions for all but one benchmark instance of VRPMTW with time minimisation.
Introduction
The literature on the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is very extensive, both concerning applied methods and on variations of the problem (Braekers et al., 2015) . A specific variation that has recently caught the attention of the re-search community is the Vehicle Routing Problem with Multiple Time Windows (VRPMTW). As mentioned in Belhaiza et al. (2014) , applications of this problem can be found in delivery operations of furniture and electronic retailers, where a choice of delivery periods might be offered. In countries such as Denmark, deliveries to e.g. large grocery distribution centres require the booking of available time slots on an on-line system. Missing a booked window might result in extreme delays for the entire route. A solution to the VRPMTW, where the available time slots are modelled as multiple time windows, will, not only, optimise the route plan but also advice on which time slot to book. As similar case-study can also be found in Portuguese companies (Amorim et al., 2014 ).
The VRPMTW is not a new problem in the literature, though the list of works is very small. To the best of the authors' knowledge, the problem was introduced by Favaretto et al. (2007) . The authors provided a novel set of benchmark instances and proposed an ant colony optimisation approach for the single and multiple visits variant of the problem. The current state-of-the-art approach for the VRPMTW is the hybrid variable neighbourhood tabu search presented by Belhaiza et al. (2014) . They generalised a set of well-known neighbourhood operators for the VRPMTW: 2-exchange, 2-opt, relocate, 3-node swap, and a 3-exchange. The operators are applied within a tabu search framework where shaking phases and restarts are applied to increase diversification. To assist in time minimisation, they present a recursive approach to calculate the optimal allocation of waiting times along the route, and thus implicitly selecting the time windows used. Subsequently, the same approach is used within a game theory framework for multiple-criterion optimisation by the same authors (Belhaiza, 2017) . The use of multiple time windows has also been studied in other related problems, from which inspiration and knowledge can be drawn. Applied to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), Pesant et al. (1999) show the flexibility of constraint programming when modelling e.g. multiple time windows. Baltz et al. (2014) show how simple feasibility checks during insertion operators can handle multiple time windows, while Paulsen et al. (2015) use dynamic programming to evaluate the optimal set of time windows to use when time minimising an entire route in the context of genetic algorithms. Multiple time windows have also been studied in the team orienting problem (Souffriau et al., 2013; Lin & Yu, 2015; Tricoire et al., 2010) , where they have mostly been handled by feasibility checks and not as part of the optimisation. Recently multiple time windows have also been included into a mathematical formulation of the long-haul transportation problem (Neves-Moreira et al., 2016) .
In this paper, we present a more compact and a corrected mathematical formulation for the problem, we describe how to adapt the Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) framework (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006) for the VRPMTW with a novel solution representation allowing delta evaluation to get the cost of insertions when time minimising for the optimal allocation of time windows. As opposed to most works on the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) wherefrom we draw inspiration, our algorithm can be applied to both the distance and time minimisation variant of the problem.
Computational results show that the adapted ALNS can find better solutions than the current state-of-the-art heuristic while retaining the modelling flexibility of the ALNS framework. We also measure the importance of each component of the solution method.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: First, we introduce a compact formulation for the problem (Section 2). Section 3 describes the ALNS used in this paper, focusing on the fast evaluation of the insertions.
Section 4 documents the setup of the ALNS framework to solve the VRPMTW, and quantifies the importance of each component. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic on the instances from the literature in Section 5, and finally, we conclude on our findings in Section 6.
Problem definition and formulation
We consider two variants of the VRPMTW. In both versions, we associate a cost with the travel distance and the number of vehicles used. In the second version, we are also minimising the time used by the vehicles.
The formulation is a simplified version of the model from (Belhaiza et al., 2014) . We use fewer variables, but model the same problem. Eliminated variables include the flow carried along each arc y (Belhaiza et al., 2014) to 13, easing readability further. Lastly, we adjusted the objective to reflect the one used in the evaluation of the instances in both papers. Namely the service time s i has been added when minimising time, which is currently missing in (Belhaiza et al., 2014) .
Assuming that an unlimited set of vehicles K is available, the problem is formulated on a graph G = (V, A), in which the set of vertices are partitioned into V = N ∪{d start , d end } with N being a set of vertices representing the visits, d start being the start depot, and d end being the end depot for the vehicles. In the mathematical model we assume an heterogeneous fleet to match (Belhaiza et al., 2014) , where each vehicle k ∈ K has a capacity Q k and a maximum route duration T k . For the remainder of the paper we operate with a homogeneous fleet, as that is the case for the test instance. Each visit i ∈ N has a cargo demand q i and a service time s i . A vehicle is allowed to service a visit only within a fixed set of time-windows. Let P i be the set of time-windows for visit i. Each time-window p ∈ P i is then defined within the interval [l
The travel time between two visits i, j ∈ V is denoted t ij , to which we associate a cost c k ij if travelled by vehicle k. An additional cost c k is also paid for using vehicle k. An overview of the notation can be found in Table 1 .
The following formulation is based on four group of decision variables: x k ij ∈ B indicating if vehicle k ∈ K services visit j ∈ V after visit i ∈ V . The variable z k ip ∈ B is 1 if and only if vehicle k services visit i during time-window p ∈ P i . The start of service and waiting times of the vehicles are decided by the variables
The set of vertices representing the visits V The set of vertices including the depots P i
The set of time-windows for visit i ∈ V and the time horizon for the depots t ij ∈ R The driving time between visit i, j ∈ V s i ∈ R
The service time at visit or depot i ∈ V c k ∈ R The cost of using vehicle
Upper bound of time window p ∈ P i of visit i ∈ N T k ∈ R Maximum route duration for vehicle k ∈ K B ∈ B 1 if and only if time usage is penalised
1 if and only if vehicle k ∈ K uses time window p ∈ P i for visit i ∈ N a k i ∈ R Time at which service starts at visit i ∈ N 
The objective function (1) minimises three terms: the total cost of the route, the total service and waiting time and the cost of vehicles used. The inclusion of the service and waiting time into the objective is dictated by the parameter B, which is 1 if we want to allow this minimisation and 0 otherwise. Equations (2) are the coverage constraints, while (3) are the flow balance constraints. We ensure that each vehicle leaves its start depot at most once (4) and that it cannot return to it or leave the end depot (5). The capacity of a vehicle is restricted by (6). The modelling of the multiple time-windows begins with Constraints (7).
This constraint ensures that if a vehicle k services visit i, it must choose one of the available time-windows. The selection will then be indicated by the variable z k ip . The time when the service of visit i is started (a k i ) is defined by (8). The service start time is then constrained to be within the selected time-window with Constraints (9) and (10). The waiting time is calculated by (11) and the route duration is restricted by (12). Finally, (13) and (14) define the domain of the variables.
The model is descriptive only as attempts to obtain bounds or solutions were unsuccessful.
3. An ALNS for the VRPMTW Typically ALNS uses a solution representation consisting of a list of visits, (earliest/latest) arrival times at each visit, and (forward/backward) slack de-scribing how much forward/backward in time each visit can be moved. The information added to the list allows fast evaluation of insertion costs/feasibility, and can trivially be extended to VRPMTW by adding information about the time window chosen for each visit upon insertion.
We propose augmenting the list of visits with sets of labels for each visit, allowing efficient evaluation of the cheapest insertion for any allocation of time windows. Crucially, infeasible insertions can be detected in constant time.
We test our solution representation on a version of the ALNS framework from (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006) adapted to the VRPMTW. ALNS is an extension of the Large Neighbourhood Search from (Shaw, 1998) , where, using a destroy operator, a portion of the current solution is destructed. A repair heuristic is then applied to re-build the solution. ALNS extends this search procedure by allowing multiple destroy and repair heuristics. At each iteration, it selects a destroy and a repair method using an adaptive engine. It applies the destroy method to remove visits, and applies the repair method to reinsert them. If the cost of the solution decreases, it is accepted. If it is not, the acceptance criterion from simulated annealing is applied, which results in a decreasing acceptance of worsening solutions as the search progresses, and makes acceptance increasingly unlikely as the cost increase grows. Afterwards, the temperature is adjusted using a geometric cooling schedule, and the likelihood of re-selecting the destroy and repair methods is updated based on the outcome of the destroy-repair operation. The procedure terminates once it reaches a time limit. We first present an overview of the algorithm, followed by a description of its components.
Step 1 -Initial Solution) A greedy insertion heuristic is used to find a first feasible solution to the problem. We randomly iterate over visits. Once we find a route where the visit can be inserted we apply a best insertion.
Should no route be feasible a new one is opened. The algorithm continues until all visits are assigned.
Step 2 -Online temperature tuning Since the cooling schedule of the simulated annealing acceptance criterion can have a large impact on the search, we implemented a form of online instance specific automated tuning. To do so, we execute the destroy and repair part of our ALNS for a limited number of iterations, allowing only improving solutions. During the search, the collected statistics are used to define an instance specific cooling schedule. More details about this step can be found in Section 3.5.
Step 3 -Route minimisation In order to minimise the number of routes used, we artificially increase the cost of each route, forbid adding routes and add a cost for having unassigned visits. Starting from the initial greedy solution, we unassign all the visits of the smallest route. We then look for a new solution, using the destroy and repair part of the ALNS, where the number of allowed routes is reduced by one. This process iterates until a time limit is reached. The best feasible solution that minimises the number of routes is then returned. A detailed description of the route minimisation step can be found in Section 3.6.
Step 4 -Solution optimisation In the final step, the solution from Step 3 is used as starting point. Here, the route costs are returned to their original values and unassigned visits are disallowed. The destroy and repair part of the ALNS algorithm is run for the reminder of the time limit.
Step 2-4 all utilise the same destroy and repair routines, differing only in the objective function, strategy for saving the best found solution and a strategy for when to remove entire routes routes (during route minimisation).
Destroy methods
We apply seven different destroy methods. For all of them, the number of visits to remove from the solution is chosen randomly from the interval of [10, 40] .
Each destroy method is then tasked with removing the visits from the solution.
ALNS is a well known method for solving VRPTWs, therefore a number of efficient destroy and repair methods have already been studied (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006; Pisinger & Ropke, 2007) . We apply them to VRPMTW.
Random from Ropke & Pisinger (2006) selects the visits to remove randomly.
Cluster y for y ∈ {1, 2, 4} are three destroy methods that select visits to remove randomly, but also remove y successors to each visit. The method is based on ideas from the VeRoLog conference, but no publication of the method could be found.
Geometric adapted from (Pisinger & Ropke, 2007) , selects a random seed visit. It then repeatedly selects a removed visit v select , sorts the visits remaining in the solution in ascending order by distance to v select , and selects the visit that lies on the r 4 * n rem 'th position of the ordered list, where r is a random number in the interval [0, 1] and n rem is the number of visits remaining in the solution.
Time adapted from (Pisinger & Ropke, 2007) , selects visits like the geometric destroy, but sorts remaining visits in ascending order according to the difference between each visits start time and the start time of the randomly selected visit scheduled for removal v select in the current solution.
Solution history adapted from (Pisinger & Ropke, 2007) , is based on an assumption that if edges are not typically found in good solutions, a better alternative is more likely to exist, and removing them from a solution is more likely to yield improvements. It keeps track of the cost of the best solution observed, that contains any edge (i, j). It scores each visit using sum of the score of the two edges connected to it in the solution. All visits are sorted in descending order according to their score, and the visits are removed choosing the r 4 · n rem 'th where r is a random number in the
Concretely for a visit i in a solution, connected with edges (pre(i), i) and (i, suc(i)) in the incumbent solution: If the best solution observed using the edge (pre(i), i) cost 5000 and the best solution using edge (i, suc(i)) cost 4500, the score of the visit is 9500.
Repair methods
After each destroy method has been employed, one repair method from (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006; Pisinger & Ropke, 2007) is chosen and applied to all unassigned visits.
Regret-2 was presented in (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006) who adapted methods from (Potvin & Rousseau, 1993) . We evaluate the cost of inserting each unassigned visit in each route, and rank the visits in decreasing order of the cost of their second best insertion. The visit with the highest cost of insertion into its second best route, is inserted into its best route.
Regret-2 randomised is a randomised version of Regret-2. It ranks all unassigned visits in increasing order of the cost of their insertion into the second best route, but each cost is increased with a percentage chosen uniformly randomly in [0%,50%].
Caching insertion costs
Each time an insertion has been made, all unassigned visits have been evaluated for insertion in all routes. After the insertion, all previously calculated insertion costs are valid except those pertaining to the route wherein the visit was inserted. We employ this standard caching approach, where the insertion cost of each visit into each route is cached lazily. The cache is invalidated for all insertions pertaining to a route, each time a visit is inserted into the route.
∆-evaluation and feasibility
ALNS, as well as most common heuristics, needs an efficient calculation of the cost of inserting a visit into a route in a given position. This is typically achieved using ∆-evaluation (also known as incremental updates) (Hoos & Stützle, 2004, pp48) , where only a (small) part of the full objective needs to be recalculated. For a VRPTW this can be accomplished in constant time per position evaluated by caching enough information to establish an earliest possible start time, and a latest possible start time for each visit. The cost of maintaining these are typically O(n) per update to the route, where n is the size of the route. These methods can be generalised for both variants of the VRPMTW.
Note that we include the start and the end depot in the routes and associate time windows to them.
Without time minimisation
In the literature, the VRPTW and VRPMTW variants without time minimisation are the most common. The relative ease in evaluating feasibility and cost of insertions has been observed by others, and makes this version of the problem a good starting point to understand the complexities of VRPMTW.
We easily adapt forward slack by (Savelsbergh, 1992) to work on VRPMTW without time minimisation.
Let pre(i) and suc(i) define the predecessor and the successor respectively of the visit i in a given solution.
Let es i and ls i for all i ∈ V be the earliest and latest start time of visit i respectively. We have that
with a base case of es i = min p∈Pi l p i if i has no predecessors.
with a base case of ls i = max p∈Pi u p i if i has no successors. Equation (15) and (16) can be evaluated in O(|P i |), making the whole update procedure take O(n|P max |) where P max = max i∈V |P i |.
Insertion of j between i and suc(i) in the incumbent solution using time window p ∈ P j in a route is feasible if and only if:
and the cost of the insertion is given by:
Note that Equation (17) is verifiable in O(|P j |), and Equation (18) is constant time. For the problems treated in this paper, the number of time-windows is limited, and further optimisations are not considered.
With time minimisation
When time minimisation is included in the objective, the calculations from Section 3.3.1 are insufficient to establish the cost of an insertion. Two distinct methods can be applied when treating this problem:
1. When inserting a visit, keep track of and fix the time-window used for insertion.
2. Fix only the ordering of the visits, and evaluate insertions for all possible allocations of time-windows to visits.
The former suffers from routes being very hard to create good initial solutions for, as decisions regarding a visit expected position in the route is taken on insertion, including for the first inserted visit. Furthermore, difficulties with undoing the sub-optimal routes were observed during local search or destroy repair iterations, due to larger parts of the solution having to be changed in order to effect the change.
The second method suffers from the increased complexity in evaluating feasibility and cost of insertions. These challenges however, are not insurmountable.
When evaluating the insertion of a visit on a given position in a route, feasibility can be evaluated as in the case without time minimisation. To evaluate the resulting minimum route duration, we apply a labelling algorithm which is a version of dynamic programming. It works by keeping track of any promising and 9, iterations through either of the sets of labels can often be elided. This is crucial to obtain the performance observed in the paper.
Adaptive engine
ALNS uses an adaptive engine from (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006) to select between destroy methods D and repair methods R. The probability of selecting a specific destroy method de is weight de des∈D weight des , and the probability of selecting a repair method re is weightre res∈R weightres . Each time a repair or destroy method is chosen, its weight is updated using a score and a decay factor decay. The score sc depends on the result of the destruction and reconstruction, and is set to 1, score a , score i or score b depending on if the new solution is rejected, accepted, improving or a new best respectively.
The scores and the decay factors are parameters to be set during tuning. The new weight is calculated as weight new = weight old · decay + sc · (1 − decay).
The weight selection ensures that no destroy and repair method are ever entirely excluded as its weight can never be reduced below 1.
Online temperature tuning
We use an automatic tuning to control the simulated annealing part of the ALNS. The online temperature is parametrised by a number of iterations n init to run only accepting improving solutions, as well as ∆cost init and ∆cost end the desired worsening of the solution to be accepted with a 50% probability during the start and the end of the search respectively. The initial iterations establishes an approximation for the cost of the solutions to be used in setting the temperature.
Recall that in simulated annealing the acceptance criteria for solutions worse than the current is controlled by r < e ∆cost cost ·τ , where r ∈ [0, 1] is a random number from a uniform distribution, and τ is the current temperature.
After the first n iterT T iterations, the start and the end temperature is determined.
They are computed using (19) with the given target ∆cost init and ∆cost end . A geometric cooling scheme is used to adjust the temperature τ during the search.
Route minimisation
The strategy for minimising the number of routes, is based on the concept presented in (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006 ). An initial solution is created using the greedy construction heuristics in Step 1. After the temperature tuning (
Step 2), the remaining optimisation is performed using the destroy and repair part of the ALNS described in Section 3, with the following modifications.
The optimisation is divided into two phases: A route minimisation phase 
Configuring the algorithm
The ALNS just described, is composed of a set of components, each of which may have parameters to set, or may be omitted entirely. In this section we provide our rationalisation for the chosen parameters, and justify each components inclusion if it can be omitted. were unsuccessful due to the interdependence of the variables, and the big cost difference between solutions using varying number of vehicles being triggered both randomly and in a vast minority of instances.
Parameter tuning
The algorithm is associated with a set of parameters to be tuned. To accomplish the tuning, we modify the instances by randomly reassigning the sets of time windows to the visits, thus creating a training set.
We have limited ourselves to setting two sets of parameters for all instances.
One for the problem with time minimisation, and a set of parameters for the problem without time minimisation.
ALNS selects its repair and destroy methods using scores for previous performance. Recall that we apply the traditional selection procedures from (Ropke & Pisinger, 2006) , and score score b , score i and score a points for a new best, an improve-ment to the current solution and an accepted solution respectively. The decay of the score decay ∈ [0, 1] determines the memory of the adaptive engine. Eg. 0.9 meaning 10% of the score is based on the methods last score, and 90% on the previous score.
Parameters are tuned using the irace package from (López-Ibáñez et al., 2016) . Irace works by sampling the domain of each parameter and running the resulting algorithm configurations against each other. Each tuning is given a budget of 15000 algorithm runs, and it will statistically eliminate configurations as they prove inferior. Amongst the survivors the best performing configurations are presented.
Tuning without time minimisation
An initial run of the tuning was done to establish a baseline for each parameter, and test any assumptions made regarding minimum and maximum values of each parameter. These domains are specified in first line of Based on the parameter setting from in the top part of Comparing these values to other ALNS parameter settings, they are mainly characterised by an extreme emphasis on diversification. Both in terms of acceptance of worsening solutions by having a high ∆cost init , but also in a diverse selection of destroy/repair methods in having a low decay factor, keeping more emphasis on recent results than historical.
Tuning with time minimisation
The initial tuning/check was given the domains from Table 4 , and the following configurations were obtained: The four candidate configurations presented in Table 5 were reduced to the final algorithm configuration in the final row. These values continue the trend of diversification observed for the VRPMTW without time minimisation, but is adjusted for the increased time usage per iteration by having fewer pre-iterations (n iterT T ), and much lower start temperature.
Importance of tuning
Note that some parameters such as decay and n iterT T converge faster during the tuning, and thus can be assumed to have more impact on the final solution quality. Other parameters such as ∆cost init seems to vary more. This lack of homogeneity between the configurations can be due to (a combination of) either a lack of tests to create statistical significance or lack of meaningful impact on the solution quality. In many applications tuning have shown to provide a great advantage, but our original test runs using the default configurations from Table   6 gave solutions with only marginally worse average solutions, and one more best-known solutions. We thus conclude that further tuning is unwarranted.
n iterT T ∆cost init ∆cost end score a score i score b decay 1000 10.00 3.0 2 4 10 0.9 
The value of the solver components
To evaluate the importance of the solver components, we have omitted any component not strictly required. components, while Figure 3b shows the increase in the best solution cost for the same settings. Since in the instances most costs components such as service times, vehicle costs and minimum distances are of greater magnitude than travelled distances and waiting times, small changes are more significant than they appear.
The solution history (Sol. Hist.) destroy is the most significant component when looking at average costs in Figure 3a , which may be due to expanded options for choosing time windows in order to place visits close, and thus a greater chance that close visits can be place close together. Online temperature tuning is artificially important as instances can be divided into cheap instances with costs less than 5000 and instances with costs in excess of 10000, each requiring different temperatures. Third most important is our implicit time windows. The sharp increase in iterations resulting from deactivating them is far from able to compensate for the loss of flexibility. Figure 3b indicates an increased importance of the implicit time window selection when looking for the best solutions rather than averages costs.
Computational results
We test our adaptation of the ALNS on the instances proposed by Belhaiza et al. (2014) . The instances are generated based on the traditional Solomon instances (Solomon, 1987) with a set of newly generated time windows. As a result the instances have 100 customers, and vehicle capacity of 200 (cm1xx, rcm1xx, rm1xx), 700 (cm2xx) or 1000 (rcm2xx,rm2xx) All tests are performed on a Intel Core i7-4790K CPU @ 4.00GHz using a single thread. The results generated within a time limit of 60 seconds, which is slightly less than the average time used in (Belhaiza et al., 2014 )(they do not operate with a fixed time limit).
For the instances, the cost is equivalent to the time for traversing the edge between the visits c k ij = t ij , and the cost of using a vehicle c k is equal to its capacity Q k . We further restricted the problem to assume a
the route duration constraint is further restricted to be a deadline for returning to the depot. Any solution to this restricted problem is also a solution to the original as a
The results in Table 7 indicate that our ALNS generally outperforms current state-of-the-art for VRPMTW without time minimisation, and provides new currently best known solutions for 40 of the 48 benchmark instances within 60 seconds. If the time limit is extended to 600 seconds, we find best known solutions for an additional 5 instances, totalling 45 of the 48 provided. Most of the solutions from the sets rm1xx and rcm1xx are identical to those obtained within 60 seconds, however, for the remaining sets the solutions are typically improved. Table 7 : Results on benchmark instances from (Belhaiza et al., 2014) without time minimisation. The best known objectives (Best R.) using ≤ 60 seconds or best know solutions overall, are marked in bold. If our solver uses one fewer routes (m), the amount used is bold. All tests were repeated 10 times. Table 8 : Results on benchmark instances from (Belhaiza et al., 2014 ) using time minimisation, best known objectives (Best R.) using ≤ 60 seconds or best overall are marked in bold. If our solver uses one fewer routes (m), the amount used is bold. All tests were repeated 10 times. This resulted in new best known solutions for 47 of 48 instances.
In both problems, for six of the instances, ALNS also provides a solution with fewer routes than the previously best known, and five of these are new best known solutions.
On the challenges inherent to the problem
The choice of a time window p ∈ P i for visit i ∈ V is a disjunction. Models that accommodate such constraints often use a big-M approach as in Constraint (11) . This modelling technique is typically expected to make mathematical models harder to solve, in part, due to a degeneration of the lower bound. This is also supported by the current model being incapable of providing good bounds for any relevant instance size.
Heuristics effectiveness depends on their ability to navigate in the search space. Denote by sol opt the optimal solution and assume we are given an objective function cost(sol) and a neighbourhood neighbour(sol i ) where sol j ∈ neighbour(sol i ) if and only if sol j is reachable from solution sol i in the local search algorithm. If there exists a sequence (search path) sol 0 , sol 1 . . . sol n such that sol n = sol opt and sol i ∈ neighbourhood(sol i−1 ) ∀i ∈ 1 . . . n for any initial solution sol 0 , we call the solution space connected under the neighbourhood operator.
As the number of vehicles is not limited, it is clear that the search space is connected under neighbourhood operators such as move, where a single visit is moved at a time. Each visit can be moved to its own vehicle where after the optimal solution can be assembled visit by visit. The disjunctions will thus not impose a disconnected search space in traditional local search algorithms.
Any local search progresses through a search path, but as the potential number of search paths is prohibitive, the search is heuristically guided through a partial exploration. If a search path sol 0 , sol 1 . . . sol n has the property cost(sol 0 ) > cost(sol 1 ) > · · · > cost(sol n ) in a minimisation problem, the search will not en-counter a local minimum along its search path. If no such search path exists, any heuristic looking for the optimum solution must accept worsening solutions during the search as part of its diversification strategy. The difficulty of finding good solutions is typically considered to be positively correlated with number of consecutive non-improving neighbours that must be visited during a search.
The VRPMTW exhibits a potential for an increased number of non-improving moves between good solutions. Given a partial solution where a subset of visits are placed consecutively due to geographical closeness, a traditional VRPTW instance would contain time windows causing visits to be placed into the only feasible part of the route, eg. early, middle or late in the route. In VRPMTW they may not be scheduled to be visited during the optimal time window, and changing this time window directly may not be feasible with respect to the rest of the route. Moving the visits one by one is likely to increase the cost of the solution significantly before they potentially are rescheduled during an alternative time window.
The problem of swapping groups of customers between time windows is further compounded by the fact that scheduling a visit and choosing its time window immediately, already imposes precedence and compatibility constraints with unscheduled and thus unknown visits, as their time windows may not be compatible with promising orderings of the visits anymore. Our attempt to remedy these issues proved important for both the average cost of solutions (Figure3a) and in the search for new best solutions (Figire 3b).
Conclusions
We have formulated a more compact mathematical model for both variants of the VRPMTW, though bounds and solutions remain unobtainable the model is more readable, and an error regarding service times has been corrected.
We have presented an adaptation of ALNS to two variants of the VRPMTW.
We have shown that the problem without time minimisation effectively can be solved using traditional heuristics based on insertion with an overhead scaling linearly in the number of time windows. We have furthermore found new best solutions for all but 6 instances.
We presented a labelling algorithm for evaluating delta costs of insertions for VRPMTW with time minimisation. Furthermore we demonstrated that ALNS using the delta evaluation is competitive with existing methods from the literature, and for all categories of instances outperform them. Lastly we found new best known solutions to all but 2 instances.
We have observed that an increased focus on diversification over intensification is needed when tuning the algorithm. Furthermore we noticed a large variance in the quality of results, making us suspect further work is warranted.
This suspicion was confirmed when running the algorithm for 10 minutes, confirming that better solutions are obtainable.
